Title word cross-reference

N [RKBL19], z [LCZL14]. 

-Equivalent [LCZL14]. -way [RKBL19]. 

2002 [Ano02], 2013 [HP15]. 

Abbreviated [SRTR17], ABC [SF18]. 

Able [HNRA20], Abstract [XMA+14, Jac95a, Pon02]. Abstracting [Gun00]. Abstraction [AEK+16, CF03, Egy02]. abstractions [BG98, DBGU13]. access [BDL06]. accommodates [YHR92]. Accounting [SM12]. Accuracy [ASNB19]. Achieving [BJMH02, HAB13, LBZ14]. 

SGD15, TSPRC18, WB13, YXK+17, AAP+20, BGdV92, BCTW96, CMP13, CDSM10, CY11, CCX+20, CIA93, CMCP+99, CPPRM03, CW98, CZ19, DBGU13, DBPU13, Hamb09, HAB13, KATS12, KKL02, Kip92, KK04, Kuh99, LY05, LH08, MMST14, Mem08, MB07, MS03, MG00, MPF14, NL11, PBO07, QNR13, RXX+19, RKBL19, SS06, SGE00, SB02, Snc96, TZZ09, TPT13, THHB06, TD01, TK02, UKM04, WAF00, XM07, XCKX13, XL20, YHC13, OHDB92.

Baseline [SP18, WOM15]. Bayesian [PLM15, SMY19]. BDD [LH08], BDD-based [LH08].

Behavior [FD+12, DDGR18, SS02, DBGU13, DK14, MG00, PP93, UKM04].


Bug-Fixing [TWF]. Bugs [AMS+18, ZSL+13, Jac95a]. Building [ELN+92, KKL02]. Business [LDUD13, DCS09, ODV+09].


Channel [DR11, DPA17, PS01]. Channel [EWS14, GZSW19]. characteristics [CF10, SM12]. Charts [RGS12]. checker [SGE00]. Checking [BHB16, CK99, EBE+14, DDGR18, dFLSV14, BS07, BRRP05, BGL00, CEG03, Esh06, FM94, FGP03, HJL96, IYW00, JGB12, KATS12, KF07, NEF03, PB07, PMS13, SGL12, SMAC08, WGD07, XCCY10].


class-level [CTCC98]. Classes [AB12, GRT09, HRD08, KB07, Kuh99, Pon02, Tii08, TK02]. classification [DFB99a, DFB99]. Classifying [OSH04].

cleanroom [TBS92]. Clematis [ASMP16]. Client [MS14]. Client-State [MS14].

Clone [DER10]. Cloud [LJL+20]. cluster [CTC01]. co [VD13]. co-installability [VD13]. coarse [BR01]. coarse- [BR01].


Coded [IC14]. Cohesion [AB12, CBRO16, CSC06, KK04, MB07]. coincidental [Hie06, MA14]. collaboration [Sin10, SB02]. collaboration-based [SB02]. collaborations [HWH14]. collection [TM14]. Combinating [NWB+18].

Data-Intensive [NWB+18]. Database [MWK15, CF03, PWX14, WGSD07].
dataflow [KSD08]. David [Ros13b]. DC [GRS+16]. Deadlines [DBNG15].
Deadlock [ABB+18, DBDS94]. Debt [RXX+19].

Debugging [CMM+15, FSP+13, JO15, MQLR16, AM04, HRD08, OSH04, QRLV12]. Decentralized
[EHF20, ML00].

declaration [SGD15].

decoupling [BTI14]. Deduction [FS93].

deductive [GM01].

Defect [KS20, ZYL+18, SM12]. Defects [AVY11].

Degree [FMMH+14].

Degree-of-knowledge [FMMH+14]. Delta [HT98, HVT98].

Denoising [BXX+20].

Dependence [PXJ17, Dil97, SHR01, SRK06].

dependences [Jac95a, OSH04].

dependencies [BGO+14, Gun00, Rob08].

Dependency [SEM17, CY11, GL14].

dependency-based [CY11].


depth [ZXLC14]. Derive [YBL15, XM08]. derived [IWY00].

Description [Bjö19, DvdHT05, DJ97].

Descriptions [JZL+19a, AAG95, BAD08, WJ10].

descriptors [DER10]. DESEN [KAS20].

Desert [Rei99]. Design [BPT10, CCX+20, EK11, DDDR18, MFL12, SGR+15, BM07, BO92, BRRP05, BFN+14, CSC06, CR94, FBC+13, FP02, GGLT07, LL00, MRK+97, RS09, SS06, SB06, SGR+10, YTL+95, ZB13].

Design-Pattern [SGR+15]. Designers [CZ19].

Designing [BCC+01, DL11, XM07, CPPRM03].

designs [SB02]. Detecting [AVY11, DDDR18, MM13, WCB+20, ZSL+13, Jac95a, LS13].

Detection [Cai20, EKL+19, GHM18, LRC14, MS14, RD15, RXX+19, SKBD14, XMA+14, ZAW92, FN03, Kuh99, SMT92, TK02, XR13].
determination [OLR+96]. deterministic [HT17]. Developer [BFFG19, WFF+20, CF10, FMMH+14, Sin10].

Developing [HRD08, TAA+19, ZJW03, MGMM11].

Development [BFFG19, CFL+16, MS15, ZCT18, AM11, DvdtH05, EAS08, ELN+92, GJ08, KK93, MFF02, PSV01, SCK13, Tiw08].
development-oriented [AM11].

deviations [CDFG96]. diagnosis [NLR11].
diagram [BP05]. diagrams [BM13, Egy02, Esh06, LK14]. DiaPro
[CST16]. Differential [MQLR16, TCDZ19].

DIG [NKWF14]. Digraphs [EM15].

Dijkstra [Ano02]. Directed [YPRK14].
discipline [KL05]. Discovering [CW98, GL11].

Discovery [Böh18, SPK14, GL14]. discrete [Ost99].

Distinguishing [HT17]. Distributed
[BLX+20, Hic14, TG11, WME93, KK93, MU00]. distribution [TS09]. diversity
[HAB13].

Do [CMM+15, LYYC14, SURLL1, CAC08].
documentation [TBS92]. Documenting [SGR+15]. documents [SMT92].

does [FSM+15].

Domain [ASNB19, Bjö19, HZS08, ZE14, BJMH02, BAD08, Hie09, JW94, SS06, ZAW92].

Domain-specific [HZS08, BJMH02, SS06].
domain-testing [JW94]. domains [Hic02].

Double [For94]. Driven
[CLBY18, DG17, PVHW17, BD06, GL14].

DSD [CSX08]. DSD-Crasher [CSX08].
duplication [DER10]. DynAlloy
[FPGA07].

Dynamic [CST16, KMYK19, DDDR18, NKWF14, PXJ17, PSW+20, XMA+14, CY11, DR10, FC00, FPB+05, GSH97, PJRR10].
dynamically [WGSD07]. Dynamite
[MPF14].

E3 [JPL98]. Early [KDM17]. Easier
[CMM+15]. editing [BGdV92]. Editor
[Pez19d, Ros19]. Editor-in-Chief
[Pez19d, Ros19].
[DR15, GMRS03, Ghe05, Ghe07, Not07a, Not07b, Not07c, Not08a, Not08b, Not09, Not10, Not12, Not13, OGRK05, Pez19d, Pez19a, Pez19b, Pez19c, Pez20b, Ros13a, Ros14c, Ros14a, Ros14b, Ros16, Ros17, Ros18a, Ros18b, Ros19], Edsger [Ano02]. Effect [GRS+16, HZBS14, RST+14, ZSL+13, O92, Sin10, ZXLC14].

Effect-Oriented [ZSL+13]. Effective [FYD+08, RD15, CF10, Hen97, REM+04]. Effectiveness [CST16, CMM+15, GRS+16, MWK15, CM08]. Efficiency [CMM+15, LH02]. Efficient [AGRR19, AVY11, FPGA07, SRK06, dFLSV14, RH97].

Efficiently [DL11]. Effort [SP18, SMY19, WOM15, AM11, BM07, GJ08, MY13]. elaboration [UKM04]. Eliciting [JPL98]. Elite [WFW+20]. Embedded [BNB14, MFLL12, GGLT07]. Emergent [LBZ14]. Empirical [AAP+20, CWM+20, FSM+15, MBH09, RWEB19, TWB+19, VLJ+18, YXK+17, ZHO+18, BM07, BGH07, GHK+01, HT98, HVT98, MB07, MC08, MNL98, SR05, Tw08].


Energy [LBBC+18]. Engineering [AAP+20, DG17, DL11, DR15, MBH+17, MP14, OKS+16, STS+18, SF18, WFF+19, ACF97, CDP04, ElvdH+05, KL05, LSL13, RSB05, SR05, TBS02, UFG14, XL20, ZJ97]. engineers [HBB+09]. Engines [SURL11]. enhanced [SS06]. Enhancing [TS09].

Enough [CBRO16]. Ensuring [SEM17]. environment [ATW94, Bre95, FGMP03, Kli93, MRK+97, Rei99, RVVMM04, SN92, TY92].

environments [ACF97, DHW98, ELN+92, KJ93, Kli93, MGP+13, PJRR10, PWD+99]. equations [BRG+01, KGA+12]. Equivalence [LH02, MGTR18, DSV03]. Equivalent [LCZL14]. Errata [AG98]. error [Kuh99, TK02]. errors [TD01, ZAW92].

ESP [Cia93]. estimates [GJ08]. Estimating [MB15, PBU16, BM07]. Estimation [PPM+99, SP18, WOM15, MY13, TZZ09].

Estimator [KS20]. evaluate [MGP+13]. Evaluating [LH08, TAA+19, WGG13]. Evaluation [AAP+20, FA14, KDM17, MS15, RWEB19, CAC08, DBDS94, KJ93, MBH09, XCKX13].

evaluations [SM12]. Event [ASMP16, BCTW96, CW98, DBPU13, Mem08]. Event-Based [ASMP16, BCTW96, CW98, DBPU13].

every [LYYC14]. Evolution [Cai20, DR11, RM03, RVMM04, SN92, THBB06, WGG13]. Evolutionary [HLL+16, YB20, Hen97, MBH09].
evolvability [CS12]. evolving [DCS09, QRIV12]. EvoMaster [Arc19]. EnoSuite [FA14]. Exact [HKMB+14].

Examination [ZYL+18]. Examples [BS16]. Exception [CMP13, ZE14, RM03].

Executables [AEK+16]. Execution [KPC18, WCB+20, YPRK14, AM04, Dil93, DHW98, SMAC08].

ExeCutions [BLX+20, EM18, PSM+20]. experience [CMCP+99, YTL+95]. experiment [BFN+14]. Experimental [CMM+15, DO93, DBDS94, ORL+96, SMT92].

Experiments [SGR+15, HAM09, YBL13]. expert [CF10, Kip92]. Explainability [RXX+19]. Explicit [BHB16].

Explicit-Data [BHB16]. Exploiting [CGPP15]. exploration [QNR13].


Extraction [ASNB19, BXX+20, MN96]. extractors [MNL98].

faceted [DFB99a, DFB99b]. Facilitating
HOTTest [SS06]. Human [YXK+17, CDFG96]. human-centered [CDFG96]. Hybrid [GSH97, ZMM+16, CRST12, CSX08]. Hybridized [BBS16]. Hyper [ZHO+18]. Hyper-Heuristic [ZHO+18]. hypotheses [Hie02, Hie09].


KBSE [DJ97]. Key [SAB+14]. KLEESpectre [WCB+20]. Knee [CLBY18]. Knee-Driven [CLBY18]. knowledge [FMMH+14, KK04, MG00]. knowledge-based [KK04, MG00]. Kristen [Ano02].

label [ML00]. Language [WB13, BGdV92, CL94, CFM00, GZ05].
JPL98, SHO95, TY92, WAF00, MRRR02.  
language-based [BGdV92, WAF00].  
Languages  
[Bj19, BJMH02, BHR95, CDSM10,  
DvdHT05, HZS08, KSD08, RSB05, vdBV96].  
Larch [CL94].  
Large [BNB14, DNRN15, FA14, LJJ+20,  
MC08, PSV01].  
Large-Scale [BNB14, FA14, PSV01]. latent [BGO+14].  
Lattice [DDE11].  
Lattice-Based [DDE11].  
Law [MU00].  
Law governed [MU00]. laws [LSV08]. layers [SB02]. lazy [FC00]. leak [XR13]. Leak [WCB01]. Learn [KMYK19]. Learn to Rank [KMYK19].  
Learning [ASNB19, BS16, HGW+16, MS15,  
TWC+19, BG96, MY13]. legacy [TTHB06].  
Less [PBU16].  
Level [BNB14, DG18, AM04,  
CTCC98, KSD08, MMST14, Sin10]. levels [CTC01]. lexical [MN96]. libraries [ZW95].  
library [OHDB92]. life [SS02].  
Lightweight [GHM18, MN96, Jac02].  
LIME [MP06]. Line [DL11, ZCT18].  
Linear [SP18, ZAW92]. Lines [HLL+20,  
XZZL18, BJMH02, KATS12, MPG+13].  
Linking [KS20, SZH+19, FC00]. links [DFOT07]. liveness [DBPU13, SGE00].  
Local [ABB+18, TC20]. Localisation [YXK+17].  
Localization [KMYK19, TSPRC18, MA14,  
XCKX13, YHC13].  
locating [TD01]. Location [RWE91, PGM12,  
ZZL+06]. Logic [BMM+17, DKM+94, PMS13, TPT13, ZS97].  
Logic-Based [BMM+17]. logical  
[FGL+12, MS94]. logics [DJ97]. looking  
[Not13, Ros13a]. loop [BHL11].  
loop assigned [BHL11]. Loops [RD15].  
LSCs [MHK11]. LTL [BLS11].  
Machine [TWC+19]. machines [WJ10].  
macro [Sin10]. macro-level [Sin10]. Mae  
[RVMRM04]. Maintainability [KDM17].  
Maintaining [ZCT18]. majority [MM13].  
Make [CMM+15]. Malware  
[Cai20, GHM18]. Managed [NWB+18].  
management [DFOT07, ELvdH+05, Jez99].  
Managing [HN98, RVMRM04].  
Manipulation [MS14, BG98]. Manual  
[BFFG19]. Many  
[HLL+16, HLL+20, MKS+15, XZZL18].  
Many-Objective  
[HLL+16, HLL+20, MKS+15, XZZL18].  
Markov [HGW+16, WP93]. Marple [LS13].  
marts [BCC+01]. Masked [GSZ19].  
matching [ZW95, ZW97]. Math [SK14].  
mathematical [Sue96]. MC [GRS16].  
MC/DC [GRS16]. MDD [MGP+13].  
MDESL [SZH+19]. means [BG96].  
measurement [GD08, MGP+13].  
Measures [PSW+20]. Measuring  
[MP09, CW99]. mechanism  
[MU00, WAF00]. memoriam [Ros13b].  
Memory [AEK+16, NBW+18, XR13].  
Merging [FDB+12, RKBL19, LDUD13].  
Message [RS12, CR94]. Meta  
[ZHO+18, Kli93, HZS08]. Meta- [ZHO+18].  
meta-AspectJ [HZS08].  
meta-environment [Kli93]. metalocking  
[BS07]. Metamodel [BPO07].  
Metamodel-based [PBO07]. Method  
[AB12, CF10, BRRP05, MG00, MM13].  
Method-Method [AB12]. Methodology  
[LBZ14, CTC01, DCS09, FGL+12, FRB+06,  
HGS93, KSD08, MPR+13, MM11].  
MRL+01. SCK13, ZJW03]. Methods  
[VBZ+18, CMCP+99, DFOT07, DBDS94].  
Metric [AB12, PMS13]. Metrics  
[KS20, CSC06, KK04, MSW12, MB07].  
middleware [EAS08, MPR06, VTA04].  
Migration [SK14]. millions [MGP+13].  
Minimal [NL11]. Minimization [XL20].  
Mining [BG08, DNRN15, SPK14]. missing  
[MM13]. mitigation [MA14]. Mixin [SB02].  
Mobile [JZL+19a, RMP97, ZE14, CFM00,  
FGMP03, FC00, MZ09, MR99, PRM01].  
Mobility [JZL+19b, MRP06, PRM01].  
Mockups [RST+14]. Model  
[ASNB19, BS16, BDL06, BS07, BHB16,  
DG17, EBE+14, GRS+16, DGD+19].
DDGR18, MMST14, NBB15, PVHW17, LDU13, TSRC18, WOM15, BKM07, BGL00, CS12, Cal95, CDEG03, CW99, Dil93, Esh06, FGMP03, HAB13, JGB12, KF07, LL00, MS03, MN96, MPR06, ML00, NLR11, PBO07, RVRRM04, SMAC08, SS06, SGE00, TZZ09, VTA04, XM08.

Model-based [MMST14, HAB13, MS03, SS06, TZZ09].

Model-checking [BGL00, CDEG03, FGMP03, KF07].

Model-Driven [DG17].

Modeling [BRG +01, FMMH +14, JZL +19b, MFLL12, MR09, MRRR02, SLD +13, BCFM06, BAD08, CDP04, DCS09, DHW98, PWD +99, SB06].

Modelling [BZSW14, Bjø19, DGC14, Jac02]. Models [BMM +17, DG18, EM18, FDB +12, HLL +16, DGD +19, RGCS14, TC20, WB13, YJW +20, YBL15, BDLO6, CMCP +99, CW98, Cor00, JPL98, MGP +13, MG00, MPF14, ODV +09, PTY95, SGG +14, SCK13, UKM04, YBL13, modern [RSB05], modifiability [SGG +14].

Modular [SGR +10, DvdHT05, FC00].

multiobjectivity [CS12, HE13, SPAK10].

modularization [BGO +14].

Molecular [EKL +19].

monadic [TPT13].

Monitoring [DDE11, EHF20].

Monotone [PSW +20].

motivations [HBB +09].

Mozilla [MFH02].

Multi [BS16, CDEG03, CLBY18, DG18, LVBBC +18, OKS +16, XL20, ZHO +18].

Multi-Criteria [OKS +16, XL20].

Multi-Level [DG18].

Multi-Objective [CLBY18, LVBBC +18, ZHO +18, XL20].

Multi-Step [BS16].

Multi-valued [CDEG03].

Multiagent [DL11, ZJW03].

Multidimensional [GL11].

Multilevel [DG14].

Multimodal [MHK11].

 multinational [Tiw08].

multiobjective [MY13].

Multitolerant [EK11].

mutiuser [KK93].

multiview [PBO07].

mutant [OLR +96].

Names [SRTR17].

natural [GZ05].

need [LYYC14].

nesting [MBH09].

Network [RXX +19].

Network-based [RXX +19].

Networks [PLM15, Sin10].

Non-adequate [GGZ +15].

Non-deterministic [HT17].

nonanomalous [DBPU13].

Non-equivalence [dFLSV14].

noninterference [DFG00].

notation [FP02, Jac02].

notations [BP05, CDP04].

Notkin [Ros13b].

Novice [CZ19].

NSGA [MKS +15], NSGA-III [MKS +15].

numerical [SMAC08].

Nygaard [Ano02].

Obfuscation [GHM18].

Obfuscation-Resilient [GHM18].

Obituary [Ano02].

Object [AB12, MS94, TG11, Cal95, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, Jac02, MR05, RS09, RM03, SS02, SB02].

Object-Oriented [AB12, MS94, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, RS09, RM03, SS02, SB02].

Object-Oriented [AB12, MS94, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, RS09, RM03, SS02, SB02].

objected [DFB99b].

objected-oriented [DFB99b].

objectification [DFB99b].

Objectification [DFB99b].

Objective [CLBY18, HLL +16, HLL +20, LVBBC +18, OKS +16, ZHO +18, XL20].

obliviousness [HE13].

OBSERV [TY92].

Observable [HT17].

observational [PSV01].

OCL [QT12].

Ole [Ano02].

Ole-Johan [Ano02].

Open [CWM +20, RGCS14, WFW +20, MFH02, Sin10].

Open-Source [RGCS14, Sin10].

Operational [SZH +19].

operators [OLR +96].

opinion [CF10].

Optimal [HLL +16].

Optimization [CLBY18, HLL +16, LVBBC +18, XXZL18].

Oracles [WBP19, XM07].

Orchestra [TS09].

Order [SGD15, LWF03, TPT13].

organizational [DCS09].

Organized [AB12, ZSL +13, AM11, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DFB99b, DF94, DR10, FGL +12, HE13, MS94, ODV +09, RS09,
RM03, SB02, SGR. OSS [ZMM+16].
outcome [GJ08], Outgoing [Ros19].
output [KM10, QNR13]. Overflow
(ARG17, DLRA15), overlapping [HaK92].

Pacemaker [BZSW14]. Pan [BGdV92].
Parallel
[HT17, KK93, PSV01, RD15, SMAC08].
Parameter [TG11]. parameterization
[BAD08]. Parameterized [MRR05].
Parameters [RGCS14]. Part [ELN+92].
Partial
[FDB+12, PBU16, SGD15, XCCY10].
Partial-Order [SGD15]. Particular
[XL20]. Passing [TG11]. Patch [MGTR18].
Patches [KPC18, TWB+19]. Path [DDE11,
QNR13, SGD15, TPT13, LS13, SRK06].
Path- [TPT13]. Path-Sensitive [SGD15].
Paths [YWC16]. Pattern [CZ19, SGR+15].
Pattern-based [CZ19]. Patterns
[KAS20, DDGR18, ZB13]. Peer [RGCS14].
Performance [CFL+16, RXX+19, Tiw08].
Personalized [ZL13]. Perspective
[FSP+13]. pervasive [MZ09, XCCY10].
phase [JGB12]. philosophies [MSW12].
pilot [XM08]. PL [DL11]. Place [MS15].
Place-Aware [MS15]. Planning [ZHO+18].
Platform [LJL+20]. Platys [MS15]. point
[BTI14]. pointers [OSH04]. points
[LHO8, MRR05]. points-to [LHO8, MRR05].

Policies [BSB16, BLW09]. Polychronous
[GGLT07]. Polynomial [NKWF14].
Portfolio [MPG+13]. Post [JMS08].
Post-release [JMS08]. Posteriori [DG17].
Posts [ARG17]. potentially [XZLC14].
Power [LSV08]. Practical
[SZH+19, SSB20]. practice [ELvdH+05].
pragmatic [HW12]. Precise
[AB12, KMYK19, LRC14, XRLC13].
Precision [PSW+20]. Predicting
[LJL+20, MBH+17]. Prediction
[SMY19, ZL13, ZYL+18, XZLC14].
Predictive [LRC14, HZZ13]. preliminary
[YTL+95]. presence
[FYD+08, FC00, Hie02, OSH04]. preserving
[YHR92]. Prevalence [MA14]. PRIME
[PWD+99, MGG11]. Principles [JBo19].
Prioritization [EM15, HZZ+14, YHC13].
Privacy [BBS16, ML00]. Probabilistic
[EM18, PBU16, JGB12]. Problem
[SKBD14, XL20, HKMB+14, MY13].
procedure [BHR95, MGP+13]. Process
[BCFM06, PVD17, LUDU13, TC20,
ACF97, BCD02, BAD08, CW99, DHW98,
GRT09, JPL98, ODV+09, PWD+99, SR05,
SH095]. process-centered [ACF97].
process-integrated [PWD+99].
process-oriented [ODV+09]. Processes
[HWG+16, Cia93, CW98, DCS09, FGMP03].
processing [ATW94, Bre95]. Product
[DL11, HLL+16, HLL+20, XZZL18, ZCT18,
BJMH02, KATS12, MC08]. product-lines
[BJMH02]. production [TBS92]. products
[JMS08]. profiling [XR13]. Program
[BHR95, GRS+16, MTRK14, RKB19,
YWC16, YB20, BC96, BGH07, BG98,
DBGU13, EF05, GN93, HZS08, KM10,
LH02, OSH04, YHR92]. Programmed
[EKL+19]. Programming
[DBNG15, BXX+20, CWM+20, KS20,
KAT12, MZ09, SP18, XL20, YKK+17, HE13,
Kli93, RSB05, SHO95]. Programs
[EK11, IC14, KMYK19, CTCC98, CF03,
Cor00, DF94, FC00, HZZ13, MP09, PYT95,
QRL12, SMAC08, TS09, YTL+05].

Progressed [ZYL+18]. Project
[ZYL+18, Sin10]. Projections [MQLR16].
Projects [RGCS14, WFW+20, ZMM+16].
Proof [FC00, RO18]. proofs [KKLS02].
Properties [EH2F0, LBZ14, CK09,
DCCN04, FPB+05, JGB12, Sin10, SGE00].
Property [CSV13, DDE11, NBB15].
Protecting [ML00]. protocol
[Ber94, Pet97]. protocols
[CIJ00, DFG00, PBCT10]. prototyping
[TY92]. Prove [RO18]. provenance
[MGG11]. provenance-aware
[MGG11]. psc2code [BXX+20].
[BJMH02, BGL00, HZS08, SS06].

**Specification**

[KAS20, ZW97, Bro93, DSM10, CL94, CR94, ELN+92, FN03, Kuh99, LY05, MS94, PPP94, RMP07, TK02, WME93].

**specification-based** [Kuh99, LY05, TK02].

**Specifications** [EHF20, PSW+20, CCX11, DSV03, FM94, HJL96, HRD08, HN98, Jac95b, KB07, MMST14, MS03, Pon02, PMS13, UKM04, WP93, FPGA07]. specify [CFM00]. specifying [DKM+94]. spectra [NLR11]. spectra-based [NLR11].

**Spectrum**

[TSPRC18, YXK+17, MSW12, XCKX13].

**Spectrum-Based**

[TSPRC18, YXK+17, XCKX13].

**Speculative** [WCB+20].

**Spreadsheet** [FRB+06].

**SSL** [CCX11].

**SSL/TLS** [CCX11].

**Stack** [AEK+16, ARG17].

**State** [EM18, MS14, RWEB19, WB13, CoRo00, DBDS94, WJ10].
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